Africa accounts for three-quarters of world’s platinum supply - Lopes

By Samson Haileyesus

Africais said to account for three-quarters of the world’s platinum supply.

Dr. Carlos Lopes, UN Under-Secretary-General and Executive Secretary of the ECA said at the opening of the Eighth African Development Forum (ADF VIII), in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, October 22, 2012.

According to Dr. Lopes, Africa also supplies half of the world’s diamonds and chromium.

“It has up to one-fifth of gold and uranium supplies and it is increasingly home to oil and gas production with over thirty countries now in this category,” he said.

Despite these, however, Lopes noted that but for few exceptions, Africa does not consume or add significant value to these and other mineral products which it has in abundance.

“Rather, we are net exporters of raw materials that fuel prosperity and development in other regions”, Lopes lamented.

He indicated that there is disconnect between the continent being endowed with vast resources and rampant underdevelopment.

“Given these vast endowments, the question that arises is why our continent continues to struggle with limited economic transformation, and scarce employment. Certainly it is to struggle with limited economic transformation that arises is why our continent continues to struggle with limited economic transformation,” he said.

Mineral resources continue to attract high levels of foreign direct investment and account for the highest share of economic activity in four out of every five African countries.

“Land resources are also being exploited with up to 754 land deals, covering over 56 million hectares, already concluded. In Burkina Faso alone, the share of the mining sector in exports expanded from 2% to 41% in the last five years. The conclusion that can then be drawn from this situation is that the current resource-for-development model is not working to bring about equity or boost development,” he said.

To this effect ADF VIII is expected to deliberate on the African Mining Vision adopted by African heads of state in 2009 aimed at tackling the paradox of Africa’s mineral wealth and the fight against poverty on the continent.

Over 600 delegates have gathered at the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) from October 23 to 25, 2012 discussing the theme “Governing and harnessing natural resources for Africa’s development.” The Forum is being jointly organized by the UN, the African Union (AU) and the African Development Bank (AfDB).

Africa failed to exploit highest global minerals prices to defeat poverty - Ethiopian Minister

By Omer Redi

Africa has failed to exploit the rise in the global price of mineral resources over the past decade, Mekonnen Manayezewal, Ethiopia’s Minister of Industry, said Monday in Addis Ababa.

Speaking at the opening of the Eighth African Development Forum (ADF VIII) on October 22, 2012 the Ethiopian minister stated that though Africa is the largest global supplier of cobalt, platinum, chromium, gold and diamonds, the continent which is famous for being endowed with the largest of all mineral resources on the face of the earth has not managed to prevail over poverty.

The continent is also a significant supplier of copper, iron and coal and yet while the prices of mineral commodities have increased by a factor of four, reaching their highest over the last ten years, this has not led to a reduction in the daunting level of poverty on the continent, he said.

“Should we not expect that this has made a significant dent on our poverty levels and underdevelopment” Ethiopia’s Industry Minister queried the gathering at the ADF VIII late Monday afternoon.

“In all honesty, it is fair to say that so far, Africa has lost out on this windfall of opportunity! Its poverty levels have continued unabated. Its infrastructure deficits and levels of its human development have continued to hamper any meaningful development that would make a difference to poverty and underdevelopment.”

According to the Minister, this failure is common across all resources Africa has, including land, aquatic resources and forest, among others.
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Africa has suffered from policy setbacks - Economist

By Emmanuel K. Dogbevi

Despite Africa being rich in both human and natural resources, major- ity of the continent’s population is still poor. And one of the reasons for the situation on the continent has been attributed to policy setbacks.
CoDA says inclusive dialogue could improve resources governance in Africa

By Omer Redi

Continuous dialogue between governments and the society could be one of the key mechanisms to improve the governance of natural resources in Africa to benefit African citizens, according to the Coalition for Dialogue on Africa (CoDA).

The issue of state-society dialogue was at the centre of the CoDA pre-ADF VIII event that took place Monday, October 22, 2012 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, under the theme “Leveraging State-Society Dialogue for Improving Natural Resource Governance in Africa”.

Organized by the CoDA Africa Land Policy Initiative (LPI) and ECA APRM Support Section, the African Development Bank (AfDB) and the African Union (AU), the ADF VIII pre-event was attended by prominent personalities including Festus Mogae, former President of Botswana and CoDA Chairperson.

The discussants focused on how best African countries can use their natural resources to develop their economies and improve the lives of their citizens.

In his opening remarks, President Festus Mogae emphasized the need for improved governance in the area of natural resources as a major remedy to the problems the continent is facing. He referred to the experiences of his country, Botswana, in transforming its economy significantly due to an effective governance of its resources and the resultant transformation of the sector.

To that end, Africa should consider deliberately including relevant stakeholders such as local communities, grassroots organizations and civil society in decision making processes as one way of ensuring that natural resources benefit the people of Africa, he told the discussants.

This could only be achieved through the participation of all stakeholders at all stages to realize equitable distribution of the abundant natural resources the continent is generously endowed with but is yet to unleash the potential to transforming its economies, he stated.

“The experiences of my own country, Botswana, over the past 45 years is testimony to that. I am not saying it is an easy task, but it can be done, if all stakeholders in a nation put their will together behind a common national vision and pledge to lift their own weight and agree in an equitable sharing of natural resources,” Mogae told the participants.

Also on the occasion, Prof. Kimani Njogu, chairman of Kenya’s Legal Resources Foundation, said communities must see real benefits from the exploitation of the resources around them, stressing that citizen participation in determining governance practices was vitally important as it ensured sustainable and efficient service delivery by public officers.

Njogu charged that the deliberate exclusion of communities in decisions on resource management, coupled with incessant corruption among public officials, lack of transparency and accountability within institutions of governance and limited skills in engaging global players had meant that the African people did not benefit from resources around them.

Issues of excluding communities in the decision making and governance of natural resources as well as secrecy, which otherwise are fancifully called ‘confidentiality clauses’, in contracts signed between African governments and mining companies were the dominant topics debated by journalists, media experts, ECA and AUC officials at a media workshop on Sunday October 21, 2012.

According to Njogu, it is only through genuine multi-stakeholder dialogue, people-oriented leadership at national and local levels and the transparent and accountable systems of natural resources governance that the lives of the African people could be transformed.

“The growth that Africa should pursue is one driven by a people-centred dialogue. This requires a paradigm shift with a focus on genuine community participation for sustainable utilization of natural resources, dynamic applications of participatory approaches to resources governance and rigorous dialogue involving all stakeholders in the determination of how natural resources should be managed,” Njogu added.

Africa has suffered...

According Prof. Emmanuel Nnadozie, economist and Director of the Economic Development and NEPAD Division of the UN-ECA, Africa has suffered policy setbacks. “Africa has suffered its own policy setbacks,” he said.

He indicated that some of the policies have been wrong, mostly generated from outside the continent and when they have been the right policies, “they have not been properly implemented,” he said.

Prof. Nnadozie said Africa’s energy infrastructure has been the reason why Africa has not been able to industrialize. He also accused some African leaders for squandering their country’s wealth. He said these leaders do not think of future generations. “They do not think of inter-generational transfers,” he said.

He urged African countries to learn lessons in social investment - in education and social security.

Citing Botswana as a good example of a country that has managed its natural resources to develop its products, he said the country has institutions that make governments work.

The ongoing Eighth African Development Forum (ADF VIII) is discussing these issues to find concrete solutions on how Africa can harness its vast natural resources to develop its people.
African countries told not to expect China to train their citizens as it fears competition

By Emmanuel K. Doghevi

African countries have been told that they should not expect China to train their citizens in areas that China has developed expertise, because it does not want Africa to compete with it.

Prof. Stephen Chan, Professor of International Relations, School of Oriental Studies, London, who was speaking at a pre-event of the Eighth African Development Forum (ADF VIII) on South-South relations on the theme, “Harnessing Mineral Resources for Africa’s Development: The Role of South-South Cooperation” (United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA)) said that Africa must be mindful that the future is changing.

“Looking at the electronics industry for instance, it is changing very fast and the Chinese want to corner that market for themselves, and so it will take a lot of negotiations to persuade them to train you to become their competitor,” he said.

He argued that even if the Chinese would train Africans in the sector, “they will train you at a very low level.”

He said that today China is now exploring very advanced technology like nano technology and African universities and research institutions have no capacity to train under-graduates in such things.

“But Africans can drive hard bargains with the Chinese, for instance, it should not be impossible for an African country to host a Chinese factory that manufactures electronics goods, such as computers,” he said.

Asked about how African countries can have value for the investments that the Chinese are making on the continent, he said, “There has to be a trade-off, in other words you don’t have to say, we would accept what you give us. Say we would want to have an arrangement with you, and we would want you to give us this,” he advised.

With the growing demand for mineral resources, water and land for agriculture across Africa from new players such as China, as well as wealthy countries in the Middle East and in North Africa, there is now a window of opportunity for improving natural resource governance in Africa.

However, many African countries endowed with abundant resources have not fulfilled the full potential of their natural resources, but rather encountered significant barriers to progress such as lack of negotiation skills, weak administrative capabilities to organize and monitor relevant sectors, lack of good governance, including lack of transparency and accountability in resource use, revenue management, and revenue distribution, as well as lack of genuine involvement and participation of relevant stakeholders (civil society and local communities), CoDA argues in this publication.

“Indeed, the inadequate inclusion of all relevant stakeholders in decision making processes is one key barrier. Harnessing natural resources typically involves a long-term, expensive process, which can have a number of effects on the host country.”

AU chief poses questions about Africa’s growth

By Groum Abate

Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, has expressed the hope that the outcome of the ongoing ADF VIII would help to chart a path to productive and sustainable use of Africa’s natural resources.

“Ideas from the ADF should therefore help our decision makers to assess the state of affairs today,” she said.

At the ongoing 8th African Development Forum (ADF VIII) being held under the theme, “Governing and Harnessing Natural Resources for Africa’s Development”, African experts and stakeholders are meeting at the UN Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) in Addis Ababa, to deliberate on ways of addressing challenges to govern and harness natural resources for the development of the continent.

The Forum focuses on mineral, land, forest and fishery resources and the potential roles these resources play in the transformation of the continent.

Mrs. Zuma, the newly elected Chairperson of the African Union Commission (AUC) said that the outcome of the meeting should help chart a path to the future in which Africa uses its natural resources productively and sustainably to its benefit and that of its people.

She further said that this forum should address the challenges that Africa faces today with respect to the utilization and management of its natural resources.

She also highlighted on the human resource development of the continent which she stated the common thread that links other resources.

“We need to develop the capacities and skills of our people – especially youth and women – to enable them to be fully involved and participate effectively in all aspects of the management and the value chain of our natural resources utilizations,” she added.

She also raised critical questions for the experts at the forum to deliberate in the coming days.

“You must address such issues as the ownership of these resources. Yes, the resources are physically located on our continent, in our countries – but do we really own them? What should be the right balance between foreign and national ownership of resources and how do we get there? How much of our resources should we give away and how much should we keep for our own needs for the next fifty or hundred years from now?” she asked.

Questioning Africa’s growth, she asked if the continent is growing why is it not creating enough jobs for the youth and why the jobs of the people in Africa are low level and poorly paid?

Mekonnen Manazelew, Ethiopian Minister of Industry, said infrastructure and the level of Africa’s human development have continued to hamper meaningful development that would make a difference to poverty and underdevelopment.

Africa failed to exploit...

For example, despite a history of where land is tied to cultures and identity, failure to properly manage land resources in a way that benefits all citizens has led to disparities in access to this resource particularly by women putting constraint on development.

Regarding fisheries, African fish stocks are being depleted. TDF through illegal fishing while the rate of loss of forests is alarming, Mekonnen highlighted.

“Sometimes we are our own worst enemy – 90 percent of our household energy needs are met from wood fuel. I understand that for many of our poor people, this is unavoidable, but this highlights the need to find sustainable solutions to using our forests,” he added.

The solution to these problems is certainly in green growth and investment, but Africa is not taking advantage of it, he added.

To this end, the Minister said that Africa
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looks up to the ADF VIII to explore the challenges of Africa’s transformation based on the natural resources it is endowed with so abundantly.

An ECA flagship biennial event started in 1999 and organized in collaboration with the African Union Commission and the African Development Bank, the ADF VIII kicked off on October 23 and lasts until the 25. It is being held here in the Ethiopian capital under the theme “Governing and Harnessing Natural Resources for Africa’s Development”.

African leaders and decision makers will discuss how best to utilize the abundantly rich natural resources of the continent to improve the lives of its citizens. They will deliberate on various issues that broadly cover the role and use of Mineral, Land, Forest and Aquatic Resources for Africa’s development.
Despite mineral wealth, Africa said to be least developed continent

The African continent is rich in natural resources, but it is said to be the least developed in the world.

The Ethiopian Minister of Mines Sinkinesh Ejigu said this at a roundtable discussion at the ongoing 8th African Development Forum (ADF VIII).

The discussion was on the title, “Mineral Resources for Africa’s Development: Anchoring a New Vision”.

Opening the session Ejigu said the continent has a good geological potential and is highly endowed with mineral resources.

“The limited geo-scientific investigations conducted so far in few African countries have revealed that the continent has got significant resources and reserves of bauxite, chrome, cobalt, diamond, gold, platinum-group metals, uranium, nickel, copper and iron. In contrary to its mineral endowment, Africa is in abject poverty and it is the least developed continent in the world,” she said.

She further said “For example in my country Ethiopia, the geo-science data coverage at a scale of 1:250,000 are about 60% of the surface area of the country and most of this data isn’t yet in modern and easily accessible database format though there are attempts being made as a government and partnering with development partners and

(AMV) geological data, including maps and mineral resources inventories are the essential basis for assessing the potential for mineral projects and granting exploration and mining permits.”

The AMV was adopted by African Heads of State at the February 2009 AU summit following the October 2008 meeting of African Ministers responsible for Mineral Resources Development.

It is Africa’s own response to tackling the paradox of the great mineral wealth existing side by side with pervasive poverty.

The AMV advocates thinking outside the constraints of the “mining box”. So it’s not just a question of improving mining regimes by making sure that tax revenues are optimized and that income is well spent - although that is clearly important.

Rather it’s a question of integrating mining much better into development policies at local, national and regional levels.

That means thinking about how mining can contribute better to local development by making sure workers and communities see sustainable benefits from large-scale industrial mining and that their environment is protected.

The AMV is first and foremost a developmental mining approach that insists that the royal road to growth is through building economic and social linkages that benefit Africa itself.

The discussion was also attended by Isabel Cristina de Azavedo Heyvaert, the Ambassador of Brazil to Ethiopia.